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Hari Om! With the aggressive vaccination drive across the 
country, the number of COVID-19 positive cases in India is 
coming down. Yes, the situation has been challenging on 
all grounds, be it physically, mentally or financially, not just 
when the numbers have been high, but also in the aftermath. 
Despite the harsh realities, we must continue doing our work 
in our field of action with dedication and devotion. 

While the second wave of COVID-19 in India has not yet 
fully subsided, some are getting anxious with talk about 
the possibility of a third wave. In and through all of this, 
we must keep in mind the words of Pujya Gurudev Swami 
Chinmayananda, “Remember, even this will pass away!”

While the researchers and doctors are trying their best to 
combat the COVID-19 virus, an important aspect in meeting 
the challenge is the disciplined, determined and dedicated 
community-level effort. It gives me great joy to watch each 

one doing their bit to help the other. Kindness has a ripple 
effect and enhances the physical, emotional, mental and 
spiritual well-being of both the giver and the receiver. 

With your kind support, as part of the “Each One Reach One” 
efforts, Chinmaya Mission has now reached out to 1,37,786 
beneficiaries through 250 frontline partners, including 79 
hospitals and 145 Primary Healthcare Centres, in 18 Indian 
states.

I deeply appreciate your unconditional love and generous 
support. Keep up the good work!

May Pujya Gurudev shower his blessings on you and your 
family.

Stay safe! Stay healthy! 
Swami Swaroopananda

Global Head
Chinmaya Mission 
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Inspired by Pujya Guruji Swami 
Tejomayananda, Chinmaya Mission 
lent financial support for the campaign 
‘Corona Grocery Kit’, run by D. V. Kanebua Pratisthan, to help Keertankars as 
well as  Tabla and Harmonium accompanists. 25 families serving in the field 
of Indian music were included in this drive, through which financial aid was 
also provided. In the second stage of distribution, the foundation will be 
supporting the families of blind artists.

On behalf of CCMT, sevaks of Chinmaya 
Vibhooti (Kolwan, Mulshi) handed over 2 oxygen 
concentrators, 25 pulse oximeters, 6 contactless 
thermometers, 30 hand sanitizers, 1,000 face 
masks and 2,000 disposable gloves to Dr Ajit 
Karanjkar, Taluka Health Officer of Mulshi, District 
Pune, Maharashtra. Many of these items will be 
used by field workers who carry out health surveys 
and meet at least 400 villagers everyday. 

A new inverter with 3 batteries was 
sponsored by CCMT for the Kolwan 
Primary Healthcare Centre (PHC), 
which will ensure uninterrupted power 
supply. This is especially important 
during procedures, minor surgeries and 
storage of vaccines at the PHC. 

Representatives of Chinmaya Seva Trust 
Goa handed over medical equipment and 
protective gear to ESI COVID Hospital, 
Margao, including pulse oximeters, 
NRM masks, oxygen masks, digital BP 
machines, glucometers, glucometer strips 
and insulin syringes.

Sevaks of Chinmaya Seva Trust Goa 
handing over pulse oximeters, digital  
BP machines, glucometers, glucometer 
strips and insulin syringes to 
representatives of South Goa District 
Hospital, Margao.

Life is to be measured not by years, 
but by the quantum of Seva done 
with honest and sincere devotion.

- Swami Chinmayananda

Glimpses of Support Work Facilitated by CCMT:
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Appreciation Letters

CCMT donated 10 oxygen concentrators, 1,000 N95 masks, 1,000 face shields, 50 
nitrile gloves, 500 nasal cannulas, 500 high flow nasal cannulas, 500 face masks, 1,000 
oxygen masks and 100 pulse oximeters to Sirmour Hospital, Himachal Pradesh.

“This is a time in which all of us are 
united in trying to eradicate this Covid 
Pandemic. In this situation, especially 
at the Kasargod government hospitals, 
Chinmaya Mission has donated with 
abundant generosity towards medical 
supplies including an oxygen plant. 
The government and the health care 
community are greatly thankful.”

Smt. Veena George, Minister for Health, 
Kerala State

State-Wise Distribution

Sangitacharya D. V. Kanebua 
Pratishthan, Pune

Office of District Magistrate 
Kangra, Dharamshala
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To lend a hand in this time of need, you can learn more and donate by clicking 
on this link: https://www.2gfund.com/CMCovid19Relief  |  Website: http://www.chinmayamission.com

Glimpses of Local Initiatives by  
Various Chinmaya Mission Centres:

Chennai, Tamil Nadu

Our heartfelt gratitude to members of Chinmaya Mission 
Dallas,  Chinmaya Mission Chicago,  Chinmaya Mission Miami, 
Chinmaya Mission Tampa, Chinmaya Mission Boston and 
Chinmaya Mission San Jose for their contributions towards 
the ‘Each One Reach One’ COVID-19 relief initiative.

Our special thanks to Overseas Volunteers for Better India 
(OVBI) in supporting Chinmaya Mission’s relief work during 
this arduous time.

Chinmaya Mission Chennai has been offering significant 
support to those affected by the 2nd wave of COVID-19:

i. Care, concern and compassion have been imparted via a 
non-medical hotline, for 12 hours per day, seven days a 
week. The tele-counselling service, titled ‘Let’s Talk, My 
Friend’ is being promoted by several hospitals in Chennai 
and the feedback received from callers has been positive.

ii. A contribution was made towards 2 oxygen generation 
plants:

a.  Hindu Mission Hospital, Tambaram, Chennai

b.  Jayabharatham Hospital, Nellore

iii. Support was extended for refilling of oxygen cylinders at 
Sri Chakra Multi-Speciality Hospital, Nanganallur, Chennai, 
a 32-bedded facility.

iv. 11 oxygen concentrators were procured, with the support 
of Chinmaya Mission New Jersey, who sponsored 8 of 
them. Of these, 2 were donated to the District Collector of 
Coimbatore and 2 to PHCs near Tamaraipakkam, Chennai. 
The remaining units are available for needy patients in 
home isolation.  

Chinmaya Seva Trust Madurai handed over 4 oxygen concentrators 
and other medical equipment for 13 PHCs to the Madurai District 
Collector. 5 kgs of rice was also distributed to 100 families of 
specially challenged people and 5 kgs of rice and groceries for 1 
month were distributed to families of 20 workers of Keerathurai 
Cemetery.

Chinmaya Mission Trivandrum has reached out to many locations 
in Kerala. Essentials have been supplied to those affected in 
urban and even remote, rural areas. Food kits, grocery items and 
vegetables have been donated to the needy, along with medicines 
and protective items like masks and sanitizers.

Chinmaya Prakash Zone, Mumbai, 
handed over 4500 Enerzal tetra 
packs to Lokmanya Tilak Medical 
College & General Hospital (MARD, 
Sion), which would be distributed 
daily for one month to 150 people, 
including doctors and other frontline 
workers. 

Madurai, Tamil Nadu

Trivandrum, Kerala

Mumbai, Maharashtra
Gratitude


